HOOKEO ON COUNTRY
RISE
DAY OF VICTORY
SMOCKY BAR
PAVEMENT ENDS
BACKROAD NATION
OREGON
SHOW HIT
SWEET EYES
SOME BEACH
BIG CITY SUMMER TIME
RECREATION LAND
WAVE ON WAVE
STORY
CHAMPAGNE PROMISE
BY AND BY
PRIORITY
TRUCK A TRUCK
HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY
DUST
GONE WEST
16 BARS
DUTY FREE
MESSER UP IN MENPHIS
THANKS A LOT
SWINGIN' GIRL
HIT THE DIFF
1929
PERFECT SUNSET
BREAKING HORSES
RHYME OR REASON
KNEE DEEP
SOME BODY LIKE YOU
JULIAN
BAD THING
I BELIEVE IN YOU

ANYTHING FOR LOVE
DRINKING WHITE DOLLY
THE SOUTH
CATALAN COUNTRY FRIEND
WAYFARING STRANGER
STAY UP TONIGHT
DRIVEN
MILE STONE
14 REASON
LALALI
CODO
SHORT TIME
GOOD TIME
ON THE ROAD AGAIN
WHITE WHISKY
DRINK A LITTLE BEER
GOD IS GOOD
ROOTS
YOU CAN BETTER
COUNTRY ROAD
HALF A CHA
DA VINCI
GIDDY ON UP
YOU GET IT
GET READY
KILL THE SPIDERS
SAFE HAVEN
DIAMENTINA DROVER
MY OLD FRIEND
OPEN HEART COWBOY
BEFORE THE DEVIL
WHISKEYS GONE
CHEYENNE
GALWAY GIRL
FROM TO A Z
ALIVE.......